
thank you for choosing my service !  
You are on the right place! 

I explain in detail my service for you to give you an idea about all the choices 
that I can offer you to receive an original work . 

Can be a design that contains a text for business or a design for a quote (which I usually get)
for this kind of design, there are two types -->  simple design and complicated design 

Tshirt
Design

NAME 
HamzaBahamou
FIVERR PROFILE
fiverr.com/hamzabahamou
EMAIL
hamzabahamou@outlook.com

OF EXPERIENCE
5YEARS 

WHY I SEND YOU THIS PDF ?

Typography Design 

you will find the price & an example for each one 

BELOW

Can be a design that contains an ARTWORK ONLY or TEXT & ARTWORK (which I usually get)

Artwork Design 

EXTRAS 

you will find examples & prices

BELOW

Simple Design

Complicated Design $5
$10

Complicated Design
$25

Premium text  text + some Graphic elements

 text + Graphic elements

Finally the price of this kind of artwork depends on the design if it is complicated or simple.
So what I suggest you is to send me a message via inbox and let me know about your design first .

$25
ARTWORK

$35

$10
$10

$5
$15

$5

ARTWORK+TEXT

IMPORTANT !

BASIC GIG $5

FRONT design (for the BACK design check the EXTRAS)
TYPOGRAPHY design ( for ARTWORK please check the EXTRAS) 
Unlimited revisions

EXPRESS DELIVERY 

SOURCE FILES

DOUBLE-SIDED

ARTWORK

BANNER 

1 day ( maybe few hours only ) 

The original design file allows you to make 
future edits to the design

The Delivery includes FRONT & BACK designs

Create unique artwork for your design
(for complicated designs please message me 
via inbox before you order) 

Design a TEESPRING or FACEBOOK banner 
for your campaign 

Original, eye-catching design
High quality PNG file, ready to be printed on any kind of shirt + overview of your tshirt 
File dimensions: 3000x3000 px , 300dpi
100% Commercial Rights over the design

The basic Gig includes ONLY

WHAT YOU RECEIVE

1
2
3

1
2
3
4

Look forward to working with you ,thanks for your time.
Sincerely

For a   PREMIUM   design 

You will have to give an idea for your design. I will NOT come up with one, simply because 
it's a waste of your time and mine. My taste might not fit yours.

HOW TO EXPLAIN  your idea for the design

there are two options

send an example to recreate 

 or to recreate and customize
send a sketch explaining 
what are you looking for 

I hope you had enough information about my service.
you can place an order and send me the instructions of your project, I'm here to make you a quality work and 

I'm sure we will work together for future projects!

https://www.fiverr.com/hamzabahamou/design-your-tshirt-using-typography

ORDER 

if you think it's better we work in private to avoid charges Fiverr, 
you can contact me here

hamzabahamou@outlook.com
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